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Traitor tracing algorithms employed by the content provider allow to trace back content piracy
to the source, thus discouraging redistribution of decryption keys and decrypted content. Due
to recent advances, e.g. Tardos codes, and research results on cryptographic primitives, e.g.
indistinguishability obfuscation, technological barriers are reduced and we might see more of
these systems employed. We simply review the state-of-the-art in traitor tracing algorithms,
and highlight their capabilities and limitations in plain language.

1. Introduction
Broadcast encryption [F/N 1993] aims to deliver content to legitimate users and protect the copyright
of the content owner. Such systems are in widespread use, for example AACS [N/N/L 2001,
H/S/Z 2007] used on Blu-ray discs or for Pay-TV as there is considerable commercial interest
to control content distribution [D/S/T 2017]. Nevertheless, from the angle of privacy and
anonymity as well as fair use [Q 2013], broadcast encryption as the foundation of digital rights management (DRM) is problematic [A 2008]. Technological means of protection are always intertwined with
legal protections (legal circumvention prohibition, protection by contract, protection by technology licenses)
[B 2002].
In this work, we focus on technical measures to protect the content and keep consumers honest by implementing
a tracing ability to identify pirates who may have leaked protected material. There is no romantic notion
attached to «pirates» (a coalition of dishonest consumers) that may perform attacks on the system. Our view is
in terms of a game between a tracing authority and the pirates: false accusations must be avoided and pirates
aim to disguise their identity when redistributing protected material. Identified traitors can be disconnected
from further content transmissions and legal evidence of a pirate’s identity may deter potential traitors. Further
notes on legal aspects can be found in the discussion section.

2. Problem Statement
Broadcast encryption delivers content in encrypted form over a broadcast channel, e.g. via satellite or an
optical disc. Qualified consumers may use a conforming decoder to decrypt the content. There are several
challenges: First, only a subset of consumers (or decoders) should be able to decrypt – those that are paying and
compliant; it should be possible to revoke access for non-compliant parties. Second, a group of consumers may
share their decryption keys or their decrypted content and fabricate a pirate decoder or pirate content; in this
case it should be possible to identify members of the «traitor» group by means of a tracing algorithm. Third,
the overhead in terms of transmission and key length must be minimized, as well as the risk of «accusing»
an innocent consumer. Traitor tracing is a forensic tool addressing the second and third challenge. It can be
the basis to take further legal or business actions against identified individuals. Note that traitor tracing is an
active forensic technique, it prepares and manipulates the keys or content upfront to enable tracing. In this
section, we look at traitor tracing in broadcast encryption in more detail.
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In Figure 1, we illustrate a basic broadcast encryption scenario where the content provider prepares encrypted
content consisting of enabling blocks (EB) and cipher blocks (CB) and broadcasts it to its consumers, cf.
[P 2013]. A subset of legitimate consumers will be able to decrypt the content protected (CB) by a
session key which they derive by applying a set of personal keys [C/F/N 1993]. To keep the session
key s secret, it is split into shares s1 , s2 , …, sld N such that s=s1 ⊕s2 ⊕...⊕sld N where N is the number of possible
consumers and ld denotes the base 2 logarithm. Each share sj is encrypted using two keys k j,0 and k j,1 so that
the enabling block consists of 2·ld N subblocks. Each consumer is assigned a personal key K i comprising a
set of ld N keys: K i ={k j,b(i,j) } where b(i,j) is the jth bit of the binary representation of i. By using the personal
key, a consumer can decrypt each share, either using the 0 or 1 key depending on the assignment, and then
combine the shares to obtain the session key in order to unlock the cipher blocks. Note that only a subset of
the k j,0 and k j,1 are revealed to each customer. Hence, a pirate decoder can only make use of the combined
keys available to the traitors.
In this work, we focus on static (i.e. the key allocation is determined upfront) and symmetric broadcast encryption schemes. Since in symmetric schemes the secret is generated by the content provider and shared with
the consumer, there is the problem of trust in the arbitration of disputes. This led to asymmetric broadcast
encryption schemes that provide non-repudiation [P 1996].

Figure 1: Attack scenarios in content distribution

Any coalition of revoked users should not be able to decrypt the content. Furthermore, it should be possible
to disable a pirate decoder from decrypting further transmissions [N/N/L 2001].
A pirate may hack a decoder device receiving the encrypted broadcast and extract its personal key. Using
the extracted key, a pirate decoder could then be built which outputs the decrypted content, ignoring any
restrictions imposed by DRM. Even worse, the pirate decoder could be made widely available as happened in
the case of the DeCSS software [G 2002], for decrypting DVD content.
To discourage such piracy, once a pirate decoder is found, the content provider can run a tracing algorithm to
recover the identity of at least one consumer (turned into a traitor) that collaborated in the pirate construction.
Note that the number of the pirate collaborators will typically be small; a traitor tracing system is called
t-resistant if it can withstand collusions of up to t consumers. For t=N, the system is called fully collusion
resistant.
After decryption of the content, a pirate may choose to capture and redistribute it. Technologies such as
HDCP [C  . 2002] aim to protect content transmission to compliant playback devices, limiting
capture devices. Here, data fingerprinting, also called transactional watermarking, can add a second layer
of protection by embedding the identity of the consumer in the decrypted content. If the copy protection
mechanism fails, there still is the deterrent that a particular consumer can be associated with the pirate content.
The system comprises two layers: a watermarking layer, modulating and imperceptibly adding a signal to the
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content in a robust way, and a coding layer to encode the consumer identifier in a collusion resilient way, i.e.
the fingerprinting code [S 2006]. Again, pirates may try to combine their content copies in order to
produce pirate content which cannot be traced back to the consumers taking part in the collusion. In addition,
they may also target the watermarking layer, i.e. aim to render the embedded signal undetectable; having
several copies of the same content can be exploited to estimate the watermark signal.
There are two important performance parameters – the size of the consumer key and the size of the ciphertext,
the EB. Fingerprinting codes are closely related to traitor tracing [B/S/W, 2006]: a fingerprinting code can be turned into a fully-collusion resistant traitor tracing scheme with constant EB size and
consumer key size in O(N 3 ) [B/S 1998] and O(N 2 ) [T 2008].

3. Countering the pirate decoder
Implementing cryptography (such as for the decoder in a broadcast encryption scheme) or content fingerprinting in an untrusted environment (such as the set-top box owned by a consumer) is hard. Secret key material
may be extracted and DRM measurements may be bypassed after opening «the box» (which is mostly software) by means of reverse engineering and analysis. In this section, we review very recent results giving hope
that tamper-resistant software may be possible and leading to reduced overhead for broadcast encryption. We
caution that the discoveries do not immediately lead to practical code (yet), a lot more research is needed.
Encryption secures the communication between two endpoints. The problem in the broadcast encryption scenario is that the consumer endpoint is not an ideal black box, but its operation can be observed by a curious and
sometimes malicious party. To improve security, tamper-resistant hardware can be employed, and physically
unclonable functions (PUFs) [M/V 2010, K  . 2012] as a hardware-based
one-way function can be used. Another approach is to turn to white-box cryptography [W 2009] in
order to create a tamper-resistant program that can be safely executed in such an untrusted environment. A
white-box cryptographic primitive can be observed, probed and executed but will not reveal the key embedded in the implementation. Careful definition of the security properties and the underlying assumptions are
paramount to the understanding. This field of research is called software obfuscation and deals with «encrypting functionalities» [H 2015, B 2016]. Applications range from hiding a secret algorithm, secure
software patching without disclosing the vulnerability being addressed, watermarking of software, backdoor
functions, etc. Today, often heuristical obfuscators are used, relying on security by obscurity and secrecy,
violating Kerckhoffs’s principle.
Software can be understood as the compression of the truth table of a function f. The ideal encryption of f
is a lookup table of its input-output pairs [S 2014]. Unfortunately, such a software representation has
exponential size while we want the obfuscated program’s size to be limited by a polynomial. Can the lookup
table of f be compressed without revealing its structure to a computationally bounded adversary?
In 2001, [B/G/I/R/S/V/Y 2012] gave a rigorous definition of
the security of an obfuscator; they required that an obfuscated version Ō(P) of a program P to behave like a
«virtual black box» (VBB) in the sense that anything one can compute from it, can also be computed from the
input-output behaviour of P. They showed that such an obfuscator cannot be realized in general by pointing
out a family of programs where the VBB property does not hold. Interestingly, they also suggested a useful
weaker definition: indistinguishability obfuscation (iO) requires that if two programs of similar size compute
the same function, than their obfuscations should be indistinguishable. This does not state any guarantee that
the obfuscated version actually hides any information. However, [G/R 2007] proved that
for efficient obfuscators, the definitions of indistinguishability and best-possible obfuscation are equivalent.
[G/G/H/R/S/W 2013] proposed the first candidate construction following
the notion of iO. This breakthrough discovery was prepared by another landmark result: fully homomorphic
encryption (FHE) [G 2009].
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FHE allows to evaluate a function on ciphertext, such that the result is equivalent to the encryption of the
function’s evaluation on the original plaintext. Partial homomorphic encryption, i.e. only supporting either
addition or multiplication but not both, was known before. For privacy in cloud services, FHE is a crucial
prerequisite as computation can be performed on the server side in an encrypted domain, without disclosing
sensitive plaintext data. For the construction of iO, a primitive named cryptographic multilinear maps is used,
also named «homomorphic quasi encryption» [B 2016]. In addition to the standard operations Enc, Dec,
?

+, × there is a «comparison» operation Enc(x) = Enc(y) which is true if x=y.
Modern cryptography reduces the security of cryptographic primitives into the conjectured hardness of a few
well-studied mathematical problems (factoring integer, for example). For the indistinguishability obfuscator,
no such security argument can be made (yet?). Nevertheless, iO is emerging as a central tool in cryptography,
from which primitives can be derived, such as deniable encryption, public key encryption, etc. [B 2016].
The initial construction of iO may be secure against quantum cryptographic attack [S 2014]. A lot of
research effort will be needed to turn the theoretical promises of iO into practical code [H 2015].
Returning to a fully collusion resistant traitor tracing scenario, the ciphertext length can be reduced from O(N)
[C/F/N 1994], to O(√N) [B/S/W 2006], to (log N)O(1) assuming iO [T/Z
2015].

4. Tracing pirate content
Digital watermarking has been proposed in the 1990s for copy control and copyright protection purposes [C
 . 2002]. Data fingerprinting or transactional watermarking aims to embed information identifying the
legitimate consumer into the content in a robust way. The embedded signal must resist common media manipulation, such as recompression, resampling, etc. Different from watermark robustness is the notion of
watermark security [F 2016], where the attacker is assumed to possess all knownledge about the watermarking method except a secret key. Embedding a fingerprinting code in the broadcast encryption scenario
at a consumer’s decoder will result in the decrypted content being fingerprinted (see Figure 1). Pirates who
choose to redistribute the content run the risk of being traced. A coaliton of pirates may combine their content
copies in order to lower their risk. By comparing their copies, pirates can identify different segments of the
content that encode different symbols of the fingerprinting code. For simplicity, we assume a binary code
here, but there may be q-ary symbols. Besides attacks on the watermarking layer, pirates can perform powerful collusion attacks on the fingerprinting code, often subject to the marking assumption or more relaxed
assumptions (basically, the attacker must work with fingerprint symbols received and cannot create content
with arbitrary fingerprinting symbols).
[T 2003, T 2008] introduced a probabilistic fingerprinting code and showed that it is optimal in
the sense that the code length necessary to fulfill the following requirements (N users, t colluders, probability
of accusing at least one innocent below Pfp ) has the minimum scaling in O(t2 ·log N·Pfp -1 ), improving significantly upon previous codes [B/S 1998]. Many results have been obtained since then: the worst case
attack a collusion of size t can produce, and also the best counter attack – a game between pirate and traitor
tracer [H/M 2012]. An open problem is the construction of an efficient fingerprint decoder [M/F 2012] under real-world constraints. The decoder can be improved if the size of the collusion
or the collusion strategy is known or can be estimated. Further decoding benefits can be obtained by tracing
tuples of colluders instead of single pirates being part of a collusion – at the cost of decoding complexity.
Before a fingerprint can be traced, a pirate copy of the content has to be obtained which is not without risk
as automated search may target also content of third party copyright holders [S 2010]. This is
especially problematic in peer-to-peer networks with simultaneous upload.
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5. Discussion
Technology has advanced at a rapid pace in recent years and research on obfuscation may change our understanding of cryptography. Yet it appears that copyright protection in the «real world» so far is more based on
legal intimidation, control of redistribution, obsolescence. Demand-side and supply-side anti-piracy strategies
[D/S/T 2017] target consumers looking for pirate content and sites offering means to share
copyright-infringing files on the Internet. Anti-piracy actions include per-site take-down notices, blocking
access to the Internet, content filters, manipulating search results, data retention, evidence based on logged IP
addresses and other collateral damage. Traitor tracing has the potential to trace piracy to the source, in order
to police the terms of usage imposed by a content provider and accepted by a consumer. Revoking device
keys has worked for AACS to some extent, yet it is unclear if the content tracing ability has been used. Little
is known if and how tracing algorithms are employed; it is unlikely that fully collusion secure schemes are a
requirement, large coalitions are hard to form unnoticed in practice – and not everyone is a pirate.
Ownership of a device should allow reverse engineering in order to understand its functioning, check compliance, achieve interoperability, etc. Software protection by obfuscation might not only pose a legal barrier to
reverse engineering, but also a technical one in the future.
Is an imperceptible watermark providing proof? Can a consumer being identified in a pirate collusion be held
liable? Is it a marked copy of a document that I am about to leak... and what precautions should be taken?
Rightsholders have many options to control content distribution and discourage redistribution of pirated material. Research literature frames traitor tracing as a «game» between content owner and pirate, we got a lot
more sophisticated in playing it in recent years. It remains to be seen if rightsholders pick up and implement
the technology and how this affects our handling of digital media.
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